My Way to deal with a Y junction
By Keith Torrington
The first picture (Fig 1 ) is the control panel of my layout.

Fig 2 shows the problem area on the layout ( Blue Circle ) where I had the neutral side of the track
joining the live side.
My solution was to split the the 4 platforms into two half's, the left two platforms would stay as I
had wired them and the right two would be rewired to change over the polarity, so now a train
coming into the platforms from the left would come into the platforms on the left and a train
coming from the right would come into the platforms on the right.

This would be fine if a train came in and left in the same direction. But as you can see I had 2 cross
over points so a train could come in from the left and leave on the right and vice versa.
My solution was to change over the parity on one side or the other, so all 4 platforms were on the
same parity while the train came in or left.
I did this by using an Arduino controlling two double pole double throw relays.
When one of the switches for the crossover is pressed on the control panel this brings down the 5
volt to neutral for the PMP 18 servo controller and also brings down the pin on the Arduino. telling
the servo to move and also telling the Arduino to change the relay. and the same for the other cross
over using the other relay.
I set this up so the relay coil did not have currant to it in the normal position which is straight ahead.
The only thing I have found is that if the two crossovers are changed at the same time, all is fine
until a tried tries to cross the points, it the shorts out the DCC power supply.
As I have been doing this article I have thought that if I add a bit of code when the two crossovers
are operated at the same time it could sound a buzzer as a warning or flashes a led..
I have more than one PMP 7 DCC TOTI connected to each side, one each for the platforms on one
for the track that joins them together, so six PMP 7 connected to the relays.
I have missed out some components on the PCB's to make the digram clearer.

Arduino Code
tTrack=2;
int RightTrack=3;
int point5=A3;
int point7=A2;
int readVal1;
int readVal2;

//relay 1, output pin A2 on nano, pad
//relay 2, output pin D3 on nano, pad
//input from point 5-6 , A2 on nano,
// input from point 7-8 , A3 on nano,
//reads input 1:
//reads input 2:

float V1;
float V2;
int dt=5;
int dt1=2000;

//delay time:
// delay time after train leaves

void setup()
{
// put your setup code here, to run once:
Serial.begin (9600);
digitalWrite (LeftTrack,LOW);
digitalWrite (RightTrack,LOW);
pinMode (LeftTrack,OUTPUT);
//read pin:
pinMode (RightTrack,OUTPUT);
pinMode (point5,INPUT);
pinMode (point7,INPUT);
}
void loop() {
readVal1=analogRead(point5);
V1=(5./1023.)*readVal1;
Serial.println(V1);
if (V1<=1.0)
{
digitalWrite (RightTrack,LOW);
}
if (V1>1.1)
{
digitalWrite (RightTrack,HIGH);
}
delay (500);
readVal2=analogRead(point7);
V2=(5./1023.)*readVal2;
Serial.println(V2);
if (V2<=1.1)
{
digitalWrite (LeftTrack,HIGH);
}
if (V2>1.1)
{
digitalWrite (LeftTrack,LOW);
}
delay (500);
}
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